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Structure and dynamics of current sheets at Alfve ´n resonances
in a differentially rotating plasma
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Alfvén resonances, where the local flow speed relative to the boundary is equal to the local Alfve´n
speed, introduce novel dynamical features in a differentially rotating plasma. The spatial structure
and dynamics of current sheets in such plasmas is investigated analytically as well as numerically.
The current sheets at Alfve´n resonances tend to power-law singularities. The growth of current
sheets is algebraic in time in the linear regime and saturates in the presence of dissipation without
the intervention of nonlinear effects. These results have significant implications for forced
reconnection and Alfve´n wave dissipation in laboratory and space plasmas. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!00606-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomena of current sheet formation and for
reconnection in differentially rotating plasmas are of gr
interest for space as well as fusion applications. We men
three examples. In a tokamak, forced reconnection cause
resonant field errors can produce current sheets and mag
islands which can lock to the error field and grow to su
cient size so as to cause disruptions.1 In the earth’s magne
totail, forced reconnection driven by the solar wind can le
to the formation of thin current sheets observed during
growth and predisruption phase of substorms.2,3 In the solar
corona, a vacuum magnetic field can be forced by pho
spheric footpoint motion to form current sheets that can c
tribute significantly to coronal heating.4

It is common practice to describe fundamental featu
of the phenomena mentioned above by means of a
model in which the component of the equilibrium magne
field in the direction of symmetry~the ‘‘toroidal’’ compo-
nent! is assumed to be a constant, and the magnetic fiel
the plane perpendicular to this component~the ‘‘poloidal’’
component! changes sign across a surface, known as the n
tral line. When a sinusoidal magnetic perturbation
switched on rapidly at the boundary of a stable plasma,
current sheets tend to grow at the neutral line on the cha
teristic ‘‘poloidal’’ Alfvé n time scale. On a reconnectio
time scale~which is longer than the Alfve´n time scale but
shorter than the resistive diffusion time scale!, significant
magnetic islands develop. The nonlinear dynamics of cur
sheets and islands driven by such a sinusoidal boundary
turbation, with and without differential rotation, has been t
subject of numerous analytical and numerical inve
gations.5–10

The differential rotation can be sustained by vario
types of momentum sources. The sources can be time i
pendent, as in the tokamak simulations discussed in Ref
where they are centered on flux surfaces, close to the bo
aries, on different sides of the neutral line. The simulatio
2291070-664X/98/5(6)/2291/6/$15.00
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are run long enough that they attain steady state. For a g
amplitude of the externally imposed magnetic perturbati
two types of steady-state solutions are obtained: those
magnetic islands at the neutral line when the rotation sp
is low, and those without islands when the rotation spee
high.8 A distinctive feature of the second type of solutions
the development of Alfve´n layers~on both sides of the neu
tral line! where the plasma flow velocity matches the ‘‘p
loidal’’ Alfvé n speed.11–13These Alfvén layers are the domi-
nant sites where exchange of forces between the plasma
the magnetic field takes place.

A plasma can also be driven by time-dependent, osci
tory momentum sources as, for example, in the coronal
fvén wave heating simulations discussed in Ref. 14. The
jective of these simulations is to study the reson
absorption of Alfvén waves in an inhomogeneous coron
plasma. The initial conditions of these simulations are diff
ent from those used in Ref. 11: The plasma is embedded
shearless magnetic field with an inhomogeneous density
file, and driven at the boundary by an oscillatory forcin
function that excites Alfve´n waves in the system. As a con
sequence of strong forcing at the boundary, highly shea
velocity profiles are generated and seen to deform sign
cantly the ideal resonant heating layer.15,16 In particular,
resonant heating is seen to occur dominantly via curr
sheets in two narrow layers around the ideal Alfve´n reso-
nance layer, qualitatively similar to the Alfve´n layers seen in
Ref. 11.

The main focus of the present paper is on the struct
and dynamics of near-singular current sheets at Alfve´n reso-
nances in a differentially rotating plasma. We consider
physically interesting case of a sheared background flow
cannot be eliminated by a Galilean transformation. Suc
flow can be realized either by moving the boundaries w
the plasma at rest, or by moving the plasma in between fi
boundaries. While both cases are equivalent and can
treated by the methodology presented in this paper,
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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specificity we treat the first case. Alfve´n resonances can oc
cur in such configurations at the surface where the flow
locity relative to the moving boundary matches the local A
fvén speed. Previous theoretical work has focused on
strong suppression of magnetic islands at the neutral
under these conditions, but the structure and dynamics o
current sheets at the Alfve´n resonances have not been co
sidered in sufficient detail.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
present the model and equations that enable us to treat
rent sheets at Alfve´n resonances in systems with shear
magnetic fields as well as stratified density profiles. Our
jective is to obtain basic results that are applicable to syst
such as tokamaks as well as the solar corona. In Secs. III
IV, we discuss, respectively, the linear and the nonlin
phases of current sheet growth, and verify the analytical
sults by numerical simulation. We conclude in Sec. V with
summary and a brief discussion of the possible implicati
of our results.

II. MODEL AND EQUATIONS

We use the geometry and coordinates of Taylo
model.6,8–10,12 The initial magnetic field is given byB0

5 ŷB0x/a1 ẑBT for uxu<a, whereB0 , BT , anda are con-
stants. There is a neutral line atx50. Assuming translation
symmetry alongz and ignoring perturbations of thez com-
ponent of B0 , we represent the time-dependent magne
field asB5 ẑ3¹c(x,y,t)1 ẑBT , wherec is a flux function.
For tokamak applications~such as Ref. 11!, the initial flux is
given byc05B0x2/2a. Later, for coronal applications~such
as Ref. 14!, we takec05B0x andBT50.

As discussed in Sec. I, we will consider the case
which the boundaries atx56a are moved suddenly with a
constant velocityu05 ŷV0 . For the coronal application,V0 is
the phase velocity of the photospheric driver, oscillating w
frequencyv0[V0 /k. The viscous relaxation of the fluid ve
locity inside the plasma will be governed by the moment
equation which, in the presence of the time-dependent i
tial term, is an equation of the diffusion type. The veloc
profile will show a tendency to relax to the uniform sta
u05 ŷV0 on a viscous diffusion time scale,tV5ra2/n
~wherer is the density andn is the coefficient of viscosity!
through a sequence of intermediate statesu05 ŷu0(x,t). In
many low-collisionality systems of physical interest, the v
cous relaxation time is much longer than the nonlinear
connection time. Hence for dynamics on the ideal magne
hydrodynamic~MHD! and reconnection time scales, we c
assumeu05 ŷu0(x) and suppress the slow time dependen
of the background shear flow.

We now perturb the background plasma by a sm
amplitude sinusoidal perturbation at the moving bounda
represented byx56@a2j0 cos(ky2kV0t)# where uj0 /au
!1. As a result of this perturbation, the plasma exhibits
namics on a much faster time scale than the slow visc
relaxation time of the background flow. We assume that
time-dependent perturbed plasma velocityv lies entirely in
the (x,y) plane and represent it asv5 ẑ3¹f(x,y,t), where
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f is a stream function. The two-dimensional MHD equatio
can then be written~in cgs units! as

]c

]t
1v•¹c5

hc2

4p
¹2c, ~1a!

rF]¹2f

]t
1v•¹¹2f G5 ẑ•@¹c3¹~¹2c!#/4p1n¹4f.

~1b!

We rewritej0 cos(ky2kV0t) as the real part ofj0 exp@i(ky
2kV0t)# and express the linear perturbations in the form

c1~x,y,t !5c̃~x,t !exp@ i ~ky2kV0t !#,

f1~x,y,t !5f̃~x,t !exp@ i ~ky2kV0t !#.

The linearized ideal equations for the outer regions are

F ]

]t
1 ikDV~x!G c̃5 ikf̃B0y~x!, ~2a!

F ]

]t
1 ikDV~x!GF¹2f̃1

r8

r
f̃8G

2 ikf̃FDV9~x!1
r8

r
DV8~x!G5 ik

B0y~x!

r
¹2c̃,

where DV(x)[u0(x)2V0 is the difference between th
plasma flow velocity and the velocity of the moving boun
ary, ¹2[]2/]x22k2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian, an
the prime indicates spatial derivative. Note that although
velocities u0(x) and V0 vary from one Galilean referenc
frame to another, the relative velocityDV(x) is frame invari-
ant.

We assume that the leading-order, outer-region solu
is quasisteady in time. Letr0 be the density andVA0

5B0 /A4pr0 the poloidal Alfvén speed atx5a. With the
redefinitionr/r0→r, c̃/B0a→c̃(B/B0→B), f̃/VA0a→f̃,
ka→k, x/a→x, anda[DV(x)/VA0 , we obtain the follow-
ing dimensionless equations for the outer region:

ac̃5B0yf̃, ~3a!

aF¹2f̃1
r8

r
f̃8G2Fa9~x!1

r8

r
a8~x!G f̃5

B0y

r
¹2c̃.

~3b!

Note that if the normalized velocity differencea is a global
constant, it must be zero everywhere because of the bo
ary conditiona(6a)50. In that case, Eqs.~3a! and ~3b!
reduce, respectively, to the outer region equations for T
lor’s model, f̃50 and¹2c̃50, and the Alfve´n resonances
do not appear. Hence differential rotation is an essential
gredient for the new physical effects discussed in this pa
~Although a is not constant everywhere, it can, of cours
have local regions of flatness.!

We first consider a plasma of constant density, emb
ded in a magnetic field with a neutral line~i.e., B0y5x!,
appropriate for tokamak applications. Equation~3a! yields
c̃5xf̃/a, which can be substituted in Eq.~3b! to obtain
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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~x22a2!f̃912x~12xa8/a!f̃81Fk2~a22x2!2
2a8x

a

1
2a82x2

a2 2
a9x2

a
1aa9G f̃50. ~4!

A notable feature of Eq.~4! is the presence of two Al-
fvén resonances atx56a, or x56DV(x)/VA0 . In general,
if we define VA(x)[B0y(x)/A4pr(x), the Alfvén reso-
nances obey the relationDV(x)56VA(x). Near these reso
nances, it is clear from Eq.~4! that the vorticityṽ[f̃9 ex-
hibits singular behavior. Sincef̃9→` as x→6a, we
conclude from the relationc̃5xf̃/a that c̃9→f̃9 in this
limit and hence, the current densityj̃ [c̃9 must also be sin-
gular at the Alfvén resonances.

We carry out a local analysis near the singular points
Eq. ~4! to determine the spatial structure of the outer reg
solutions. Letx0 be a positive root of the algebraic equatio
x22a2(x)50. In the neighborhood ofx5x0 , the velocity
profile in general can be approximated by a linear expans
in x. Hence we write

a~x!'a~x0!1a8~x0!~x2x0!5x01V0u,

wherea8(x0)[V0 , u[x2x0[eu0 ande is a small param-
eter. Asx→x0(u→0), to leading order ine, Eq. ~4! yields,

u0

]F ~0!

]u0
1F ~0!50, ~5!

whereF[f̃8 and the superscript zero indicates the leadi
order solution. Equation~5! shows that the leading-order pe
turbed velocity has a power-law singularity, i.e.,F (0);u0

21

;(x2x0)21. It follows that the stream functionf (0) has a
logarithmic singularity. However, the vorticityf̃9(0);u0

22

;1/(x2x0)2 has a stronger power-law singularity, and
does the current sheetc̃9(0). This power-law singularity of
the current density should be contrasted with thed-function
singularity obtained at the neutral line in Taylor’s model.

We next consider the structure of the singular outer
gion solutions for coronal Alfve´n wave heating applications
discussed, for instance in Ref. 14, where the density is st
fied but the magnetic field is shearless. We takeB0y51, and
obtain from Eqs.~3a! and ~3b!,

~12ra2!f̃92~r8a212a8/a!f̃8

1Fk2~ra221!1
2a82

a2 2
a9

a
1a~ra91r8a8!G f̃50.

~6!

The singular points of Eq.~6!, and hence, the resonant laye
are located where 12ra250. Recalling the definition
VA(x)[B0y /A4pr(x), we can rewrite this resonance co
dition as (ku02v0)25k2VA

2 or DV(x)56VA(x), which is
identical to the resonance condition in the first case. W
u0(x)50, we obtain the standard Alfve´n wave resonance
conditionv0

25k2VA
2. For given continuous profilesr(x) and

u0(x), there are at least two shifted resonance layers, sp
fied by the relationv05ku06kVA .
Downloaded 23 Feb 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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As in the case with the neutral line, we can expa
around the shifted resonances to writera2[11Vu
1O(u2), which definesV. It follows that

r8a212a8/a5~ra2!822a8arF12
1

ra2G5V1O~u!,

which, when substituted in Eq.~6!, yields Eq. ~5! again.
Therefore the structure of the singular outer region solut
in this case is similar to that in the first case.

It should be noted that the singular structure of the id
perturbed velocity~or f̃8! obtained from Eq.~5! is different
from that of the standard Alfve´n resonance.15–19Whereas the
perturbed velocity has a logarithmic singularity near t
resonance in the standard case, it has a power-law sing
ity, scaling as (x2x0)21, near the flow-driven Alfve´n reso-
nance.

III. LINEAR DYNAMICS OF THE CURRENT SHEET

A. The linear ideal phase

The time development of current sheets at Alfve´n reso-
nances can be determined by a high-order inner region
culation, using the asymptotic behavior of the outer solut
F (0);u0

21;(x2x0)21 as the matching condition. For th
Alfvén resonance layer of width;O(e) we introduce a slow
time scalet05et so that]/]t5e]/]t0 . At leading order, Eq.
~2! yields

c̃~0!5f̃~0!, ṽ~0!5 j̃ ~0!. ~7!

At O(e), we obtain

F ]

]t0
2 ik~12V0!u0G f̃~0!5 ikx0@f̃~1!2c̃~1!#, ~8a!

F ]

]t0
2 ik~12V0!u0G ṽ~0!52 ikx0@f̃~1!2c̃~1!#9, ~8b!

where the superscript one denotes the first-order solut
Eliminating the first-order terms between Eqs.~8a! and~8b!,
we obtain

Fu01
i

k~12V0!

]

]t0
G ]F ~0!

]u0
1F ~0!50. ~9!

We introduce the Laplace transform f̄ (u0 ,p0)
[*0

`dt0 e2p0t0f (u0 ,t0) and transform Eq.~9! to

@p02 ik~12V0!u0#
]F̄ ~0!

]u0
5 ik~12V0!F̄ ~0!. ~10!

By Eq. ~7!, the current density is given byj̄ (0)5v̄ (0)

5]F̄ (0)/]u0 . Differentiating Eq.~10!, we obtain the equa-
tion for the current density

@p02 ik~12V0!u0#
] j̄ ~0!

]u0
52ik~12V0! j̄ ~0!. ~11!

Integrating Eq.~11! and then taking the limitu0→`, which
corresponds to the outer limit of the inner region, we obt

j̄ ~0!~0!'2Fk~12V0!u0

p0
G2

j̄ ~0!~u0→`!. ~12!
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Matching the outer limit of the inner region to the inner lim
of the outer region, we obtain

j̄ inner
~0! ~u0→`!5 j̄ outer

~0! ~x→x0!5
C0

~x2x0!2p0
5

C0

e2u0
2p0

,

~13!

whereC0;B0j0 . From Eqs.~12! and ~13! we obtain

j̄ ~0!~0!'2
k2~12V0!2C0

e2p0
3 . ~14!

Thus the current density at the Alfve´n resonancesx56x0 or
u050 is given by

j̃ ~0!52k2~12V0!2C0t0
2/e252k2~12V0!2C0t2,

~15!

which grows algebraically with time.
We note that Eq.~9! is invariant under the transforma

tions u0→bu0 , t→b21t whereb is a constant.6 While the
width of this ideal current sheet scales asu0

22, its amplitude
grows ast2 until dissipation intervenes. As shown below
resistivity and/or viscosity then slows down the ideal dyna
ics and saturates the growth of the current sheet.

B. The linear nonideal phase

The linearized nonideal MHD equations can be writt
as

S ]

]t
1 ika D c̃2 ikxf̃5

1

S
c̃9, ~16a!

S ]

]t
1 ika D f̃92 ika9f̃5 ikxc̃91

1

R
f̃-8, ~16b!

whereS[tR /tA is the Lundquist number,R[tn /tA is the
Reynolds number,tR[4pa2/hc2, andtn[ra2/n.

We consider the caseS!R first. Resistivity dominates
as a dissipation mechanism in this case, and the effec
viscosity can be neglected. Resistive effects enter the ind
tion equation whenSe2]/]t;O(1) for ]/]t;O(e), which
shows that the width of the Alfve´n layer scales ase
5S21/3.20 Hence we redefinet0[t/tL5et ~where tL

5S1/3tA! and write]/]t5e]/]t0 . To zeroth order ine, we
obtain Eq.~7!. TheO(e) equations are

F ]

]t0
2 ik~12V0!u0G f̃~0!2ṽ~0!5 ikx0@f̃~1!2c̃~1!#,

~17a!

F ]

]t0
2 ik~12V0!u0G ṽ~0!52 ikx0@f̃~1!2c̃~1!#9. ~17b!

Eliminating the first-order terms between Eqs.~17a! and
~17b!, we obtain

Fu01
i

k~12V0!

]

]t0
G ]F ~0!

]u0
1F ~0!5

i

2k~12V0!

]3F ~0!

]u0
3 .

~18!

The Laplace transform of Eq.~18! yields
Downloaded 23 Feb 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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@p02 ik~12V0!u0#
]F̄ ~0!

]u0
2 ik~12V0!F̄ ~0!5

1

2

]3F̄ ~0!

]u0
3 .

~19!

In the limit t!tL or p0@1, Eq.~19! reduces to Eq.~10!. We
thus recover the ideal current sheet~15!. @In this limit the
right-hand side of Eq.~18! can be shown to be negligible.6# It
is interesting to note that although resistivity determines
characteristic time scaletL , it does not appear explicitly in
the expression for the current sheet amplitude.6,9 In other
words, the current sheet amplitude grows at the same i
rate independent of the level of dissipation, although the ti
scale over which the ideal growth persists is determined
the dissipation.

In the limit t@tL or p0!1, the current sheet become
sufficiently thin that the orderinge;S21/3 breaks down.
Then the resistive term in Eq.~16a! becomes much large
thanO(e) and the equations need to be reordered. A con
tent ordering can be found fore5S21/2, with redefinedt0

[t/tSP5et(tSP5S1/2tA) which implies ]/]t5e]/]t0 . In
this asymptotic limit the contribution due to the current sh
is sufficiently large that it changes the leading-order equa
~7! to

c̃~0!5f̃~0!2
i

kx0
j̃ ~0!, ṽ~0!5 j̃ ~0!. ~20!

From Eq.~20! it follows that a quasisteady solution with
current sheet is attainable in the linear regime and obeys
condition @ j̃ (0)#950. In the limit t@tSP, or ]/]t0;p0!1,
the quasisteady current sheet is given byj̃ (0)' j̃ (0)(0)
5constant.

In the case withS@R, we haveRe2]/]t;O(1). Since
]/]t;O(e), we obtaine5R21/3. Then the leading-order so
lutions continue to obey Eq.~7!, and the next-order solution
are determined by the equations

F ]

]t0
2 ik~12V0!u0G f̃~0!5 ikx0@f̃~1!2c̃~1!#, ~21a!

F ]

]t0
2 ik~12V0!u0G ṽ~0!5@ṽ~0!#92 ikx0@f̃~1!2c̃~1!#9.

~21b!

It is easy to verify that Eqs.~21a! and~21b! also lead to Eq.
~19!. Thus for t!R1/3, we again obtain the ‘‘ideal’’ current
sheet~15!. Note, however, that the quasisteady current sh
is determined, not by Eq.~20!, but by

c̃~0!5f̃~0!, ṽ~0!5 j̃ ~0!2
i

kx0
@ṽ~0!#9, ~22!

with e5R21/2. Equations~22! imply that the quasisteady
current sheet obeys

@ṽ~0!#950, @ j̃ ~0!#950. ~23!

Thus the quasisteady current sheet is given byj̃ (0)' j̃ (0)(0)
5constant, as in the caseS!R.
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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IV. THE NONLINEAR REGIME

It is interesting to note that, according to the discuss
in Sec. III, the rate of growth of the current sheet slows do
within the realm of validity of linear theory without the in
tervention of nonlinear effects. We now demonstrate tha
long as the magnitude of the sinusoidal boundary pertu
tion remains small, the current sheets at the Alfve´n resonance
remain essentially in the linear regime. In such a plasma,
magnitude of the Eulerian displacementj from a stable
MHD equilibrium is bounded from above by the maximu
size j0 of the boundary perturbation. The magnitude of t
perturbed flowũ5]j/]t scales asj/t wheret is the char-
acteristic time scale of the perturbation. At the Alfve´n reso-
nancex5x0 , the flow velocityu0 relative to the boundary is
equal to the local Alfve´n speedVA(x0)5VAx0 /a5x0 /tA .
Hence, we obtain

ũ

u0
,

j0tA

x0t
5

ej0

x0
, ~24!

where e5S21/3, S21/2 ~e5R21/3, R21/2! for the resistive
~viscous! case. If ej0!x0 , the plasma dynamics near th
Alfvén resonance remains in the linear regime. It is now e
to check that this inequality is indeed satisfied if the flo
driven Alfvén resonances are well-separated from the neu
line ~or the standard Alfve´n resonance,v0

25k2VA
2!. To real-

ize well-separated flow-driven Alfve´n resonances, we mus
have x0.D;ea, whereD is the width of the inner layer
near the neutral line~or the standard Alfve´n resonance!.
Sincej0!a, it follows that the conditionx0.D;ea@ej0

must hold.
In the case with the neutral line, if the conditionx0.D

;ea@ej0 does not apply, the flow-driven Alfve´n reso-
nances will not be sufficiently well-separated from the inn
layer at the neutral line. Then the dynamics will be similar
that in Taylor’s model which exhibits a current sheet as w
as magnetic islands at the neutral line.6,9,10We point out that
whereas nonlinear effects are very important for the curr
sheet and reconnection dynamics in Taylor’s model,9 they
are not so for the saturation of current sheets at the fl
driven Alfvén resonances.

The analytical calculations described above have b
tested by a two-dimensional MHD simulation.~For a more
detailed discussion of the computer code, the reader is
ferred to Ref. 10.! In these simulations, the nonlinear equ
tions ~1! are integrated forward in time with a sinusoid
boundary perturbation with the initial analytical equilibriu
c05B0x2/2a which has a neutral line atx50. The param-
eters of the simulation arej055Ap1024, ka5p/2,
V050.2VA , S5105, and R5104. In Fig. 1 we show the
contour plots for the current densityJz in thex-y plane. Two
distinct current sheets are seen, coincident with the flo
driven Alfvén layers, on two opposite sides of the neut
line. Neither a current sheet nor significant islands are s
to form nearx50, consistent with the results obtained
Refs. 11 and 13. In Fig. 2 we show the time evolution of t
maximum current sheet amplitude near one of the Alfv´n
resonances. The solid line indicates the output from the n
linear code and the dotted line is the output from the co
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which integrates the linearized equations. After a short-liv
transient phase during which the sinusoidal perturbation
switched on to its full value,10 both codes show that th
current sheets at the Alfve´n resonances grow algebraical
with time ~as indicated by the dot-dashed line!, consistent
with Eq. ~15!. The linear and nonlinear codes show satu
tion of the current sheet amplitude at comparable levels, s
porting our claim that nonlinearities do not play an essen
role in determining the saturation level. As the magnitude
V0 is reduced, the Alfve´n layers approach the neutral lin
and coalesce with it for low differential speeds.10,13

Current sheets, qualitatively similar to the ones shown
Fig. 1, are also seen in the coronal Alfve´n wave heating
simulations of Ref. 14.~See Plates 1–4 of Ref. 14.!

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In a differentially rotating, resistively stable plasm
driven by a sub-Alfve´nic boundary perturbation, a singula
ity occurs at Alfvén resonances where the frame-invaria
flow speed difference (DV) between the plasma and th
boundary matches the local Alfve´n speed. The suppressio
of magnetic reconnection at the neutral line under such c
ditions has been discussed elsewhere.11–13 We have focused
here instead on the structure and dynamics of current sh
at the Alfvén resonances. The current sheets tend to
power-law singularities near the Alfve´n resonances, unlike
the d-function singularity near the neutral line when the d
ferential rotation is sufficiently small.6–10We have calculated
analytically and verified by numerical simulation the tim
development of these current sheets which grow alge

FIG. 1. Contour plot of the current densityJz showing current sheets at th
Alfvén layers (t5200tA).

FIG. 2. The growth and saturation of the maximum current sheet amplit
at the Alfvén layers as a function of time~measured in units oftA!. The
solid and dotted lines represent the outputs from the nonlinear and li
codes, respectively. The dot-dashed line is a theoretical fit and is consi
with Eq. ~15!.
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ically with time in the early linear regime and saturate in t
presence of dissipation without the intervention of nonlin
effects.

The current sheets at Alfve´n layers experience torque
that tend to slow down the plasma and bring these lay
closer to the neutral line. In order to keep these layers w
separated from the neutral line and thus suppress the gr
of islands, it will be necessary to sustain the differential
tation profile of the plasma by momentum input from ext
nal sources. In tokamaks, this will require substantial a
sustained momentum input, for instance, by neutral bea
While this may be feasible in small tokamaks, it is unlike
to be practical for reactor-grade, large tokamaks.

We have also applied the present model to Alfve´n wave
propagation in coronal plasmas in which the density is str
fied but the magnetic field is shearless. If the velocity driv
at the boundary is made large, the standard Alfve´n resonance
is replaced by flow-driven Alfve´n resonances. We hav
shown that the current sheets at these flow-driven resona
have a double-pole structure, which is more singular than
current sheet at the standard Alfve´n resonance. As discusse
in Refs. 21–23 and simulated in Ref. 14, hydrodynamic
stabilities can be excited in such systems and enhance
dissipation at the resonance layers. Whenever such shea
ers occur, flow-driven Alfve´n resonances should play a si
nificant role in the linear as well as nonlinear resonant he
ing of coronal plasmas. For low Lundquist numbersS
<103), scaling laws for the velocity fluctuations and th
coronal heating rate have been obtained numerically in R
14. Analytical and numerical results on the relevant scal
relations in the high-Lundquist-number regime are left
future work.
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